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In 1902 Hugo Winckler published a copy of the fragment of a building inscription from Nineveh which is attributed to this king (K 2693), and it has been studied by several scholars since. Identification of another fragment from Nineveh (Rm 2.261) as a text of Eriba-Adad II led A. K. Grayson to suggest it may be part of the same tablet, although there is no physical join. While K 2693 has a white slipped surface with a greyish core, and Rm 2.261 is ruddy with a blackish core, the profiles of the pieces, the positions of the firing holes, and the similar rough Middle Assyrian script allow Grayson's suggestion. Copies of both pieces are given herewith. They will be edited in RIMA 2 as text no. A.0.90.1. K 2693 measures approximately 9.5 × 9.1 cm, Rm 2.261 5.1 × 4.8 cm.
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Errata

ARRIM 4 (1986):
p. 32, Appendix 1, line 19 of transliteration
read ki-lā-la-an instead of ki-lā-la-an.

ARRIM 5 (1987):
pp. 11–13, Catalogue, Dimensions,
read ‘dm’ for ‘cm’